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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：China Green Flower Marble Square Mosaic Tile For Pool Covering

Short Description: We produce the China Green

Flower Marble into square mosaic chips and combine

them on the net, this green marble mosaic tile is

suitable for the landscaping pool decoration, and

swimming pool stone mosaic covering.

Model No.: WPM367

Pattern: Square

Color: Green

Finish: Honed / Polished

Material Name: China Green Flower Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

This green mosaic tile is made of China Green Flower Marble chips, we select the irregular

marble chips from the marble factory and produce them into green mosaic chips. As a

natural stone mosaic, it is a LifeProof building material. Natural green marble seldom exists

on the earth, but it is preferred by more and more building contractors and interior
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residential designers. We mainly manufacture this green marble mosaic into brick chips. We

can offer a piece of sample to you if you need it. Please contact us if you need any services.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: China Green Flower Marble Square Mosaic Tile For Pool Covering

Model No.: WPM367

Pattern: Square

Color: Green

Finish: Honed / Polished

Material name: China Green Flower Marble

Chip size: 2x2 inch, 1x1 inch

Tile size: 305x305x8mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM367LC

Surface: Honed

Chip-size: 2x2 inch (5x5 cm)

Model No.: WPM367LP

Surface: Polished

Chip-size: 2x2 inch (5x5 cm)

Model No.: WPM367MP

Surface: Polished

Chip-size: 1x1 inch (2.5x2.5 cm)



Model No.: WPM367MC

Surface: Honed

Chip-size: 1x1 inch (2.5x2.5 cm)

Model No.: WPM367S

Surface: Honed

Chip-size: 1.5x1.5 cm

Product Application

This China Green Flower Marble Square Mosaic Tile has a variety of applications, and it can be used as

stone mosaic bathroom tiles, kitchen tiles mosaic designs, and outdoor stone mosaic. Specific apply for

marble mosaic wall tile, marble mosaic floor tile, stone mosaic tile backsplash, and decorative pool

mosaics.

We have some mosaic projects which use this green mosaic stone for landscaping pool decorations.

The contractors are satisfied with the finished looks, and please see the below photos of their project

views.



These pools and fish ponds are used in both dark and light colors mixed with China Green Green

Marble and it makes gradient colors when the water is waving in the pool. If you want to custom a pool

like this, why not choose these green marble mosaics?

FAQ

Q: How do you deliver the mosaic products to me?

A: We mainly ship our stone mosaic products by sea shipping, if you are urgent to get the goods, we

can arrange it by air as well.

Q: What are your payment terms?

A: Our payment term is 30% of the amount as a deposit, 70% paid before the goods are delivered.

Q: How can I pay for the products?

A: T/T transfer is available, and Paypal is better for a small amount.

Q: What is your minimum quantity?

A: The minimum quantity of this product is 100 square meters (1000 square feet)

Q: Is the actual product the same as the product photo?

A: The real product may differ from the product photos because it is a kind of natural marble,

there are no two absolute same pieces of the mosaic tiles, even the tiles as well, please be noted this.


